Tree-ring archives are one of the main sources of information to reconstruct climate variations over the last millennium with annual resolution. The links between tree-ring proxies and climate have usually been estimated using statistical approaches, assuming linear and stationary relationships. Both assumptions may be inadequate but this issue can be overcome by ecophysiological modelling based on mechanistic understanding. In this respect, the model MAIDEN (Modeling and Analysis In DENdroecology) simulating tree ring growth from daily temperature and precipitation, considering carbon assimilation 5 and allocation in forest stands, may constitute a valuable tool. However, the lack of local meteorological data and the limited characterisation of tree species traits can complicate the calibration and validation of such complex model, which may hamper paleoclimate applications. The goal of this study is to test the applicability of the MAIDEN model in a paleoclimate context using as a test case tree ring observations covering the twentieth century from twenty-one Eastern Canadian taiga sites and three European sites. More specifically, we investigate the model sensitivity to parameters calibration and to the quality of 10 climatic inputs and evaluate the model performance using a validation procedure. We also examine the added value of using MAIDEN in paleoclimate applications compared to a simpler tree-growth model, VS-Lite. A bayesian calibration of the most sensitive model parameters provides good results at most of the selected sites with high correlations between simulated and observed tree-growth. Although MAIDEN is found to be sensitive to the quality of the climatic inputs, simple bias-correction and downscaling techniques of these data improve significantly the performance of the model. The split-sample validation 15 of MAIDEN gives encouraging results but requires long tree-ring and meteorological series to give robust results. We also highlight a risk of overfitting in the calibration of model parameters that increases with short series. Finally, MAIDEN has shown higher calibration and validation correlations in most cases compared to VS-Lite. Nevertheless, this latter model turns out to be more stable over calibration and validation periods. Our results provide a protocol for the application of MAIDEN to potentially any site with tree-ring width data in the extratropical region.
set. They may thus require specific information on the sites that may not be available. This may then hamper a systematic application of the model on a large number of sites as done for instance with VS-Lite (Breitenmoser et al., 2014) .
Before applying a mechanistic model to a wide range of tree ring records covering the past centuries, testing its applicability over the twentieth century when data allow an estimation of the model skill appears necessary, which is the goal of our study. For a specific study site, local meteorological data and measurements of several ecophysiological variables allow a 70 precise calibration of many individual processes included in the model. However, this is a rare case and likely one of the main limitations in the application of the model to a wide range of sites and soil conditions or when driven by climate model results that have known biases (Flato et al., 2013) . We first present in Sect. 2.1 the two dendroclimatic models that are compared in this study, namely the complex model MAIDEN and the more simple model VS-Lite. MAIDEN and VS-Lite are applied to selected sites of the Northern Hemisphere (described in Sect. 2.2), covering a range of environmental conditions and tree species. A 75 first set of data consists of a large number of sites from the same region with similar environmental conditions but with low in situ replication, while a second set only contains a few sites but with good replication. In this way, we test the applicability of MAIDEN to two datasets contrasted in terms of site documentation that allow us to evaluate the extent to which MAIDEN can be applied. We compare the calibration methods adopted for VS-Lite and MAIDEN (Hartig et al., 2019) in Sect. 2.3. Different strategies to select the value for the most sensitive parameters of the MAIDEN model as 80 well as the sensitivity of parameters calibration to the quality of climatic inputs are tested in Sect. 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3. Finally, we compare calibration and validation statistics of both models and discuss their applicability to a wide range of sites and species in Sect. 3.4 and 3.5.
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Figure 1. Location of (a) twenty-one Eastern Canadian taiga sites (20 sites from Nicault et al. (2014) and Boucher et al. (2017) ; 1 site called here QC_taiga from Gennaretti et al. (2017) ) (b) aggregated Eastern Canadian taiga sites from Nicault et al. (2014) and Boucher et al. (2017) based on a 1 • grid (red numbered grid cells). Background map from Hunter (2007) . Table 1 . Aggregated Eastern Canadian taiga sites based on the individual sites from Nicault et al. (2014) and Boucher et al. (2017) (Fig. 1a and b). ern Canadian taiga network ( Fig. 1a and b ). First, a dataset at a high spatial resolution of 5 minutes from the gridded interpolated Canadian database of daily minimum-maximum temperature and precipitation (Hutchinson et al., 2009 to the location of the site is done by removing the difference between the monthly mean seasonal cycle of 20CRv2c (2 • ) and NRCAN (5') from the maximum and minimum temperature data. In order to avoid negative values, daily precipitations are multiplied by the ratio between the monthly mean seasonal cycle of NRCAN (5') and 20CRv2c (2 • ). The time series are extracted from the grid cells nearest to the studied individual sites. The climatic data are averaged over the individual sites data for the aggregated Eastern Canadian sites (Table 1) .
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The Global Historical Climate Network Daily (Table 2; see Table S3 for details on selected stations; Menne et al., 2012a, b;  hereafter GHCN) is used to perform analysis on the European sites (FINL045, EALP, SWIT179, Fig. 2 ).
Daily atmospheric CO 2 concentration data are linearly interpolated from the annual data from Sato and Schmidt (https: //data.giss.nasa.gov/modelforce/ghgases/). 
Calibration

The MAIDEN model
We have developed a protocol to systematically and automatically calibrate the model, through a bayesian procedure with Markov Chain Monte Carlo sampling carried out using the DREAMzs algorithm (Hartig et al., 2019) . The calibration procedure focusses on the most sensitive parameters of the model identified in Gennaretti et al. (2017) : six parameters influencing the , 2012a, b 1909-1944 or 1910-1949;1950-2000 European sites -1950-2000;1900-2000 Canadian sites simulated stand growth primary production and twelve parameters involved in the modelling of the daily quantity of carbon 170 allocated to different tree compartments (Table S2 ). Those 6+12 parameters are calibrated by comparison between simulated Dstem and tree-ring width observations. The comparison relies on the computation of the model likelihood defined as the sum of the logarithms of the normal probability densities of the residuals between the model simulation and the observations. The prior distributions of the 6+12 parameters are assumed to be uniform over an acceptable range, as in Gennaretti et al. (2017) .
NRCAN
The calibration procedure is made up of three steps. During the first step, we calibrate the twelve carbon allocation parameters, 175 while fixing the six photosynthesis parameters to arbitrary values in their acceptable ranges. We run three Markov chains of 10 000 iterations with a five iterations thinning (i.e. we only consider one random sample out of five) to calibrate the parameters.
During the second step, we fix the twelve carbon allocation parameters at the values obtained from the first step. We calibrate the six photosynthesis parameters by also running three Markov chains of 10 000 iterations with a five iterations thinning. corr. datasets as climatic inputs. MAIDEN was also calibrated at the three European sites using GHCN station data over 1950 -2000 EALP; SWIT179), 1909 -1944 (FINL045) and 1910 -1949 . Pearson correlation coefficients between observed TRW and simulated Dstem were computed, as well as the corresponding confidence level. To compare observed and simulated tree-ring growth data after the optimization of the model parameters, both observed tree-ring 195 width series and simulated time series have been normalized to unitless indexes.
The VS-Lite model
The VS-Lite parameters are calibrated at each location following a bayesian approach described in Tolwinski-Ward et al.
(2013). The method is based on a standard Markov chain Monte Carlo approach, a Metropolis-Hastings algorithm embedded within a Gibbs sampler. The VS-Lite model was calibrated at the same sites and over the same time periods as MAIDEN, using 200 the same climatic data (Sect. 2.3.1). Pearson correlation coefficients between TRW observations and simulated tree-growth indexes were also computed. Observed time series have been normalized to unitless indexes as well.
Validation
Split-sample validation are performed by dividing the available data into two subperiods, one for calibration and one for validation, and vice-versa. In order to test the influence of time series length, we validate the model for both short (1950-205 1974 and 1975-2000) and long (1909-1944 and 1950-2000 or 1910-1949 and 1950-2000) time periods. For each validation experiment, pearson correlation coefficients between observed TRW and simulated Dstem were computed, as well as the corresponding confidence level.
Split-sample validation was preferred over other validation methods such as h-block Jack-knife which are computationally intensive. Additionally, removing years may be inapropriate for the validation because of the autocorrelation charaterizing 210 yearly TRW observations. Similar problems arise from a bootstrap technique (Gea-Izquierdo et al., 2017). (Fig. S1 ). With only the high frequency signal, the agreement between TRW observations and simulations with MAIDEN using QC_taiga calibrated parameters is far better for most individual and aggregated sites. 
Site-specific calibration of the MAIDEN parameters and sensitivity to the quality of climatic inputs
A second option is to calibrate each of the twenty-one Eastern Canadian taiga sites as well as the five aggregated Eastern Canadian taiga sites (Fig. 1) for all the climatic datasets ( Fig. 4a ). Correlations are in general slightly higher for the higher resolution datasets (NRCAN (5') and GMF (1 • ) datasets, with an average correlation of 0.62 and 0.65 respectively compared with 0.57 for 20CRv2c (2 • ) and 0.61 for 20CRv2c corr. (2 • )). At the aggregated sites (Fig. 5a ), correlations for each dataset increase a little bit compared to the average of individual correlations but the general picture is the same. The bias-correction (20CRv2c corr. (2 • )) can slightly improve correlations for the 20CRv2c (2 • ) climatic dataset in some cases (e.g. WL42 and WROZM). Consequently, those 260 results do not indicate that using higher resolution datasets increase effectively correlations. This is likely due to the calibration procedure that might be able to compensate for specific biases in each climatic dataset. This implies large variations of calibrated parameters between experiments ( Fig. S2 and S3 ), questionning the robustness of the selected values. The calibration method can also compensate potential biases of tree-ring observations and of sampling procedures which have important impacts on long-term decadal trends (e.g. biases due to disturbance origin and tree selection criteria) (Johnson and Abrams, Many potential biases of tree-ring observations due to the specific physiology of selected trees -that may not be representative of forest processes -and the chronology building process exist that may dampen the comparison with what MAIDEN simulates, i.e forest carbon accumulation and not forest demographic processes (Johnson and Abrams, 2009; Duchesne et al., 2019) . Ideally, considering those biases, we should find a better way to transform tree-ring data in time series with meaningful However, given our global scale goals, this approach may be difficult to consider due to the lower availability of tree-ring density data (e.g. PAGES 2k Consortium, 2017). . Pearson correlation coefficients between tree growth observations and simulations at the Eastern Canadian taiga sites ( Fig. 1a) with MAIDEN using the different climatic datasets described in Table 2 When applying the parameters calibrated using the highest resolution dataset NRCAN (5') as climatic inputs to the Eastern Canadian taiga sites driven by 20CRv2c (2 • ) dataset (Fig. 6, right, in red) , correlations are in average much lower. Mean correlation is 0.17 in that case compared to 0.57 when the parameters are calibrated using 20CRv2c (2 • ) as climatic inputs.
Pearson correlations coefficients between TRW observations and tree-growth index simulations by MAIDEN for the 1900-
With the 20CRv2c corr. (2 • ) dataset as climatic inputs -i.e. the low-resolution dataset corrected for bias in the mean seasonal cycle - (Fig. 6, left, in red) we see that the performance of the MAIDEN model when applying NRCAN (5') parameters (Fig. 1b) , green circles), and mean and range of correlations (individual Eastern Canadian taiga sites used in aggregation ( Fig. 1a and b) , in black) between tree growth observations and simulations with MAIDEN using the different climatic datasets described in Table 2 as is less good compared to the case when the parameters are calibrated using 20CRv2c corr. (2 • ) as climatic inputs (in black).
Nevertheless, correlations are far better than with 20CRv2c (2 • ) ( Fig. 6, right, in red) . Indeed, the mean correlation is 0.36 when applying NRCAN (5') parameters and 0.61 when applying 20CRv2c corr. (2 • ) parameters. Consequently, the bias-correction of the 20CRv2c (2 • ) increases the robustness of the calibration of the MAIDEN parameters. Additionally, this shows that the MAIDEN model parameters calibration is highly sensitive to the quality of the climatic dataset used as inputs.
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At the aggregated sites (Fig. 7) , the general picture is the same but with far lower correlations. The mean correlations are 0.07 when applying the parameters calibrated using NRCAN (5') to the aggregated sites driven by 20CRv2c (2 • ) dataset and 0.56 when the parameters are calibrated using 20CRv2c (2 • ). With the 20CRv2c corr. (2 • ) dataset as climatic inputs, mean correlations are respectively 0.18 and 0.61 with NRCAN (5') and 20CRv2c corr. (2 • ) parameters. Those results would require a case-by-case analysis as it seems that higher replication does not provide better performance in this specific experiment.
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Regional calibration of MAIDEN
At last, we apply the parameters calibrated against the mean of TRW observations from the twenty Eastern Canadian taiga sites (Fig. 8) to the five aggregated sites (Fig. 8, right) and to the individual sites used in the aggregation procedure (Fig. 8,   left ). For this experiment, we use the NRCAN (5') climate data (Sect. 2.2.2, Table 2 ) averaged over individual sites for each aggregated site (Table 1) . The main parameters linked to site conditions and control parameters (Table S1) (right) (calib.) climatic inputs (Table 2) . White inner circles stand for non-significant correlations (p-value > 0.05). (Table 2) . White inner circles stand for non-significant correlations (p-value > 0.05).
slope and aspect parameters). Overall, correlations between TRW observations and simulations by MAIDEN with parameters calibrated based on the mean of the observed TRW time series are low and non-significant for the individual sites (Fig. 8, left) .
At the more replicated aggregated sites (Fig. 8, right) , correlations between TRW observations and simulations get better with three significant correlations out of five sites. However, this result should be viewed in parallel with the individual correlations 305 (Fig. 8, left) and sites implied in the aggregation (Table 1) . Indeed, aggregated sites with higher correlations are made up of individual sites with higher correlations as well. It means that probably not only higher replication is at the origin of higher correlations for most aggregated sites but also the specific conditions at each individual site as well as site ecological history, as previously mentioned (Sect. 3.1). Canadian taiga sites (right) ( Fig. 1a and b) with MAIDEN using the NRCAN (5') climatic dataset (Table 2) 
Split-sample validation of MAIDEN calibration 310
Depending on the available years, we have selected different time periods at the European sites (Table 4 ) and at the aggregated Eastern Canadian taiga sites (Table 5) , using each period once for the calibration and once for the validation. At the European sites, twenty-five years is clearly a too short period of time to get robust results while the validation is generally successful for the longer period as indicated by the significant correlations -except in one case - (Table 4) . Similarly, at the aggregated Eastern Canadian sites -where we only have fifty years of reliable climate data (see Sect. 3.2) -, a twenty-five years subperiod 315 is not enough for a robust calibration and validation (Table 5 ). However, even on the long time period ( 
Comparison with VS-Lite
In average, over the 1950-2000 calibration period at the individual Eastern Canadian taiga sites, VS-Lite has lower correlations for the highest resolution dataset (NRCAN) compared with MAIDEN, i.e. 0.106 and 0.62 mean correlations for VS-Lite and MAIDEN respectively (Fig. 9) . Results for the other climatic datasets over the 1950-2000 (GMF (1 • ), 20CRv2c (2 • ) and Table 4 . Pearson correlation coefficients between tree growth observations and simulations at the European sites (Fig. 2) with MAIDEN and VS-Lite using GHCN as climatic inputs (Table 2) for the 1950 -1974 and 1975 -2000 and for the 1910 -1949 (EALP, SWIT179) or 1909 -1944 (FINL045) and 1950-2000 calibration and validation periods and vice-versa. Asterisks stand for significant correlations (p-value < 0.05). 1950-1974 1975-2000 Calibration 143 1910-1949 or 1909-1944 1950-2000 Calibration also show lower correlations compared to MAIDEN (Fig. S5) . As for split-sample validation over the long time period, the performance of VS-Lite is more stable (less fall of validation than calibration correlation) compared with MAIDEN (Table   4 ) even if correlations are, except for SWIT179, lower than MAIDEN. Similarly, over the short time period, the performance of VS-Lite is less good than over the long time period but still more stable than MAIDEN ( Figure 9 . Pearson correlation coefficients between tree growth observations and simulations at the Eastern Canadian taiga sites (Fig. 1a) with VS-Lite (in red) and MAIDEN (in black) using NRCAN (5') as climatic inputs ( 
European sites Model
Conclusions
In this paper we have tested the applicability of the ecophysiological tree-growth model MAIDEN for potential dendroclima-335 tological applications during the twentieth century at twenty-one Eastern Canadian taiga sites and three European sites using tree-ring width observations. Our results provide a protocol for the application of MAIDEN to potentially any site with tree-ring width data in the extratropical region, from climatic data selection to validation step, through automatised bayesian calibration of the most sensitive parameters. As the ultimate goal is to use MAIDEN in a context of paleoclimatic reconstruction, forced by low-resolution climate models outputs, we also analysed the sensitivity of the model to parameters calibration and to the 340 quality of climatic inputs. The performance of MAIDEN was compared to the one of a simple tree-growth model, VS-Lite, to evaluate the advantages of using a complex tree-growth model for past climate reconstruction.
Different strategies have been tested to select the value for the most sensitive parameters of the MAIDEN model. When applying calibrated parameters from a well-documented site at other sites with same species and similar environmental conditions, very low correlations between tree-ring width observations and simulations by the MAIDEN model are found. However, 345 when removing the long-term trend to account for the past disturbance-history of these sites that is not represented in MAIDEN, correlations get higher. In the future, this strategy can be used by selecting sites carefully to avoid disturbances. At our study sites, the bayesian calibration of the most sensitive parameters of the model can provide good and significant correlations between tree-growth observations and simulations.
Secondly, sensitivity of the MAIDEN model parameters calibration to the quality of the climatic data used as inputs has 350 been highlighted. In a context of paleoclimatic applications, where MAIDEN will be used driven by climate models outputs at low resolution, bias-correction and downscaling techniques could be good options to improve climate inputs and calibration quality, leading thereby to reasonable correlations with observed tree-ring width.
Our split-sample validation experiments are encouraging. However, when a calibration interval of only a few decades is available, the calibration display large overfitting for individual sites as indicated by the very low correlation with observations 355 over the validation period. Similar split-sample experiments on longer series show much better results, with potentially some overfitting but still with relatively high and generally significant correlations over the validation period. When working with a network of similar sites, the alternative validation technique, i.e. applying calibrated parameters from the mean of a network of tree-ring width observations series with same species and environmental conditions to the individual sites, should be preferred if not enough data (climate and TRW observations) are available for split-sample validation.
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Lastly, at our study sites, MAIDEN has shown higher calibration and validation correlations in most cases compared to VS-Lite. VS-Lite correlations over the calibration period are especially far lower for sites with low replication (i.e. the Eastern Canadian taiga sites from Nicault et al. (2014) and Boucher et al. (2017) ). However, VS-Lite stays more stable over both calibration and validation periods. Consequently, VS-Lite has a lower ability to reproduce tree growth at our sites but is prone to a lower risk of overfitting than MAIDEN. Most importantly, we have shown that, to limit overfitting, MAIDEN should not 365 be used with short and low-replicated tree-ring width observations time series. VS-Lite is less risky to use in such situations as there is potentially less overfitting in the calibration and probably easier to apply over a large network of tree-ring width time series. However, VS-Lite does not include neither CO 2 nor biological processes and may thus not be able to take into account changes in conditions between the recent calibration period and the more distant past.
In the future, MAIDEN will be applied at a larger spatial scale in a systematic way using the protocol that has been developed 370 here, by selecting hundreds of sites from the commonly used databases in paleoclimate reconstruction based on tree-ring proxies, covering a wide range of environmental conditions and tree species, such as PAGES2k (PAGES 2k Consortium, 2017) and NTREND (Anchukaitis et al., 2017; Wilson et al., 2016) . This broader analysis will allow us to refine the protocol
